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No. 502DN: A silicon integrated circuit encapsulated in a 16-leead dual -in-line package and characterized as a compandor . Per
forms the expansion function of the compandor and is used in conjunction with the No. 502DM which performs the com
pression function . The circuit requires ±3.5 to ±6.5 Vdc supplies and draws 1.3 mA at ±4.0 Vdc. While designed specifi
cally for use in SLC *-1 Carrier Systems as a voice frequency syllabic compandor, the circuit is sufficiently versatile to 
accommodate other design requirements. 

Fabricated using beam-lead, sealed-junction technology . 
No. 502DP: A silicon, integrated circuit encapsulated in a 16-lead dual-in-line package and characterized as a control for re

mote terminal use in SLC-1 Carrier Systems . 
Contains most components of a 100 kHz oscillator used as a battery charger, which recharges the nominally 7.8-volt bat

teries of the Remote Terminal (RT) circuitry. Also contains switching logic to control other RT functions. A DC input 
from the RT receiver senses the presence of incoming carrier, and another DC input is a switch-hook detector for the 
derived phone . Outputs include a switched negative power supply for other RT circuitry, a 46 kHz oscillator for the 
ringing generator of the derived phone, and bias current for an external high-voltage switching, transistor associated 
with the ring generator. A final analog input gates the 46 kHz oscillator to regulate the ring-i-n-g voltage generated by 
external circuitry. 

Fabricated using beam-lead, sealed-junction technology. 
No. 502DR : A silicon integrated circuit encapsulated in a 16-lead dual -in-line package and is characterized as a control chip for 

the Central Office portion of the SLC-1 Carrier Systems . The chip detects ringing and carrier signals and initiates ap
propriate electronic switching. A portion of the chip also contains circuitry which generates a low impedance ground in 
the Central Office Power Supply System. 

Fabricated using beam-lead, sealed-junction technology. 
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